FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR PROGRAM: 2019-2020 AWARD OPPORTUNITIES IN AGRICULTURE

Tuesday, March 27
1 – 2 p.m.
212 Animal Sciences Building
Livestreamed to 200 Food, Agricultural and Biological Engineering Building in Wooster, Ohio

An overview of global opportunities for scholars and professionals in the field of agriculture and environmental sciences. Awards exist for teaching, conducting research or a combination of both. The presentation will touch on a general program overview as well as specific award highlights (Flex, Specialist, Professional) for the 2019-2020 Core U.S. Scholar competition. Panelists will share experiences, program impact and offer tips for successful grant application preparation. Register for the 3/27 session, and contact Margo Lipps for more information.

- **Joseph Campbell**, Lecturer, School of Environment and Natural Resources (Fulbright Core Award to Tanzania)
- **Rafiq Islam**, Program Director, Soil, Water and Bioenergy (Fulbright Core Award to Turkey)
- **Macdonald Wick**, Associate Professor, Department of Animal Sciences (Fulbright Core Award to Macedonia)
- **Margo Lipps**, Fulbright Scholar Program Campus Liaison, Office of International Affairs

*For details about events and a full calendar of Fulbright Week activities for students, staff and faculty, visit* [go.osu.edu/Fulbright](http://go.osu.edu/Fulbright).

FULBRIGHT WEEK AT OHIO STATE
MARCH 26-30